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Market Brief  
 
In preparing the charts for this report it looks like the US stock market is still in rotation 
mode, but mostly bullish across the board. 
 
Of note, technology has recovered as the F.A.N.G.s and other large tech companies like 
Microsoft got bought aggressively. The Financials remain bullish but continue to grind 
with the long-term interest rate question, Healthcare – especially Biotech, remained 
bullish and Utilities are in line with the bounce in Treasury bonds as yields continued to 
fade last week, as expected. 
 
But the question is one of bullish bedfellows. Tech (risk very ‘on’), Treasury bonds and 
Utilities (risk ‘off’ and/or defensive) and even gold (risk ‘off’ & counter-cyclical) were 
strong together. So who is going to give? 
 
The Transports dropped last week and maybe that got some distinguished gentlemen in 
smoking jackets on alert, but for our purposes it’s probably best to view it as just another 
sector for consideration rather than get too excited about market divergence signals or the 
like. To that end, this week we add another multi-panel sector chart with a daily view of 
the Transports iShares along with its top 4 stock components.  
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US Stock Market 
 
Those who made the biggest drops in June have made the biggest recoveries in July. Of 
note here is that the Russell 2000 crept to all-time highs and dwells above support 
defined as the June highs.  
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Here is the new Transports chart. Interestingly, the two primary offenders are the 
Railroads. I am not sure what to make of that, but FedEx is in a normal consolidation of 
its uptrend and UPS is firm. 
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The Energy sector flopped again after making an attempt at the SMA 50, and who among 
us is surprised? All components are bear trending as well. 
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Financials continue to consolidate under pains of the recent drop in long-term interest 
rates. But there is not a single chart below that does not remain constructive or at least 
neutral. So what is ahead for interest rates now that they’ve dropped from the resistance 
we’d noted? That answer will inform the Financials.  
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Going the other way, we’ve shown how the Healthcare sector, especially BioPharma and 
Devices/Equipment tend to prefer a lower interest rate environment. XLV continued to be 
firm last week and its components are mostly bullish. PFE in particular continues to look 
interesting by daily technicals.  
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Biotech continues to look just fine for our target of 350 on IBB. All of its shown 
component items are good and bullish as well.  
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Over in the Devices/Equipment segment things remain on trend with top component 
MDT running afoul of the SMA 50 and DHR continuing its jagged journey to nowhere.  
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Continuing with IHI components, everybody’s bull trending but leader ISRG took a hit 
on Friday. It’s results were good but such is the state of an over-loved item approaching a 
big, round number like 1000 (ref. GOOGL in May). BSX bears watching as it did not 
make a higher high and is testing the SMA 50 (see MDT above, which is probably BSX’s 
most important stent competitor). 
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Industrials faded and this may have contributed to my ongoing struggle (with frustration) 
in PNR. On this chart everything except GE remains bull trending and we’d noted that a 
buy area on GE, for anyone fundamentally interested in the company, is around 24 (or 
just below). It seems on its way. 
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Here is a view of the recovered tech sector. Meh, I am not chasing this stuff. I am 
however, still waiting on AAPL to 130. 
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Materials remain firmly up trending. 
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The more defensive Staples continue as neutral to suspect. But this sector is best viewed 
on a company by company basis. I’d still like to think about WMT if Amazon can croak 
its stock price some more.  
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Finally, the Utes are doing what I’d hoped in mentioning it as a portfolio diversifier. The 
February-May flat line acted as lateral support to a bounce in XLU. This, like Financials, 
will likely be dependent upon interest rates; except that Financials want rising rates and 
Utes want declining rates.  
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Market Internals 
 
As far as market momentum goes, it’s all about big tech again. How silly of an optimistic 
bear to think that crack – complete with ugly daily chart patterns on NDX and SOX – 
could have led to anything other than a buying opportunity for the algos and quant 
machines. Here is a look at NDX regaining ‘new highs’ momentum, albeit at a rate lower 
than the price of NDX itself. In other words, F.A.N.G. and other highlight items are 
gaining a relative bid to the average tech stocks. 
 

 
 
Similarly, equal weight S&P 500 is fading again vs. SPY, which implies a new decline in 
participation by the average stock as opposed to the highest weighted stocks.  
 

 
 
The NYSE Advance/Decline data continue to be strong and bullish. 
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We can try to be perma-bears and pick away at the lower participation or we can simply 
say this data is as it has been for most of this bull market. In other words, weigh it into 
the equation but don’t get freaked out by it.  
 
Meanwhile, courtesy of Bespokepremium.com here is the 1st 6 months’ performance of 
the Trump bull compared to the Obama bull, the Clinton bull, the Bush 1 bull and all 
those bulls and bears that came before it. It’s not out of line is it? Except for the fact that 
it came on the heels of the end stage of the Obama bull. But it is what it is; bullish. 
 

 
 
Let’s hearken back to NFTRH 420, published 2 days before the election. With the help of 
Factset.com we reviewed some history of presidential cycles. Here we see that indeed a 
an election year republican is better for the stock market than a democrat, which is logical 
given the republicans’ more market-friendly fiscal policies. The S&P 500 gained about 
9% from the pre-election lows to year-end. 
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But here we need to consider that never in history have monetary policy makers been so 
aggressively in the markets. From the US Fed, which propped the stock market in word 
or monetary deed every time it flagged under Obama to the ECB, which is working to a 
similar playbook, to the BoJ, which is supposedly actively buying stocks and sticking 
them in its balance sheet.  
 
Where once Greenspan used to do a little jawboning and a little interest rate manipulation 
in order to become known as the “Maestro”, central banks now routinely and chronically 
participate directly in markets, which is a nice way of saying “manipulate markets”. So I 
for one did then (at the time of the election) and still do now take the election data with a 
grain of salt.  
 
Here is the average of all 4 years of a presidential cycle, FYI… 
 

 
 
Finally, this is the anomaly that gave me pause in NFTRH 420 (assuming a republican 
would win, which he did 2 days later). Election year +1 is 2017 and so far it’s smooth 
sailing for the stock market. But for some reason, on average, year 1 on a democrat to 
republican handoff, is very negative. It could just be an outlier. Regardless, so far it is not 
showing signs of being in play. But the anomaly exists so why don’t we consider it? 
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Moving back to market charts, the daily ‘vs. SPY’ views look like a relative buy on the 
Financials (for this reason I’ve held on to GS), Healthcare is good, Consumers are not 
good, Energy is bear-trending as always and interestingly, Industrials look like they are 
breaking bad (again, my PNR trade is testing my patience).  
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The weekly view moderates bearishness on the Industrials, actually making it look like a 
relative buy vs. SPY is setting up. Hello GE and its drop toward target? Healthcare made 
a bullish looking consolidation to support and bounced, Financials are still in 
consolidation and Consumers and Energy are of little interest at this time. 
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Interestingly, SOX is still consolidating vs. NDX and NDX is still consolidating vs. SPX 
(despite the big pop). RUT as always, has not informed about its coming bullish or 
bearish leadership and Medical Devices continue a leadership trend.  
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Again we clearly view the stock bull as in some respects being a product of the USD 
decline. The chart does not lie. It says that since Q4 2016 and the election of Trump the 
dollar has dropped and the stock market has gone up.  
 
That is what the chart says. It also says that in 2014 the dollar went up and that preceded 
a significant corrective phase in stocks. It was the market top (that wasn’t). So, if it is 
wrong to expect a rally in USD then it is also probably wrong to expect a bear phase in 
stocks. More to come in the currency segment, including contrarian bullish sentiment and 
CoT data on USD. 
 

 
 
I created a new chart of Biotech vs. regular Tech using two ETFs, IBB and QQQ. While 
the BTK index vs. the NDX has shown a monthly breakdown of its secular bull market, 
IBB/QQQ has been more of a sideways thing, with large interim moves. Let’s track this 
one going forward. The 1st step to a bottom would be to break the blue EMA 10. A more 
important step would be to break the orange dotted EMA 30. 
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FANG… as you were. These stocks will never go down for real. That is how we get 
trained to think during a mania.  
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MICA are more realistic, but these are old fashioned companies. INTC, CSCO and 
AAPL make things and that’s just not as sexy as companies that use the internet to allow 
people to show each other their idyllic lifestyles, buy things with the click of a button, 
binge watch TV shows and advertise the hell out of everybody. But people love that stuff, 
it is showing up in FANG valuations and the quants and black boxes are chasing it. 
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Finally, Europe continues to look weak vs. SPX and I have not distinguished myself with 
a  good call there. Potentially, quite the opposite. A confirmed failure was the relative 
bear view of EM vs. SPX, which has remained strong and constructive. China is 
sideways and Canada and Russia are not of interest vs. the US stock market.  
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Global Stock Markets 
 
This flat out stinks and looks like a failure. Indeed, we noted a couple weeks ago that 
Germany and Europe can set up as a short and that is exactly what this current long looks 
like it is doing. Recent lows (incl. Friday’s) need to hold or this is cooked. 
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Here is what I meant about Germany; it tested and failed the SMA 50 and turned down. 
It’s bearish on the daily. It looks like the kind of (short) play quick traders would take. 
The other markets are bullish or stable.  
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The weekly shows all markets stable to constructive.  
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Commodities 
 
CRB has bounced above the SMA 50, which it is testing. Problem being that oil dropped 
back below. NatGas is bearish, copper is bullish and uranium is still bear trending.  
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The weekly view continues to favor copper over all the other suspects. Everything else is 
either barely neutral or bearish.  
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I took the profit on the URA bounce after posting about the still-bearish trend on U.TO, 
which you can see above. Sure, it could be a grand new U cycle, but bird in hand for 
now. A pullback to test the SMA 200 might be a re-entry. We’ll see. REMX is a 
scalded… whatever the saying is about something that gets scalded and runs like crazy. 
LIT continues to mechanically work its way toward target #1, which is 33. 
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A new commodity company chart that makes more sense than the amalgam of materials 
and commodities we used to review. Very quietly, everybody’s gotten constructive lately. 
I am watching FCX due to copper’s persistence and FCX’s move above the SMA 50. 
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Palladium continues aloft above the SMA 50 and Platinum continues to wallow. In the 
old days we used to have easier markets, where it was all going up or all going down. 
How to explain the bifurcation of the bullish and bearish in commodities? Hedge fund 
rotation, sure. But it’s pretty stark. 
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Precious Metals 
 
We had a detailed update on Friday morning and little has changed. The gold and silver 
CoT still look good, HUI inched above its SMA 50 parameter and there remains plenty of 
resistance above. I continue to be leaning into a bullish stance, but that includes the 
potential for a new drop. As such, I’ve added a bit (NGD bought on the anticipation – or 
is it hope? – that its Rainy River cost over runs and financing have been fully factored) to 
current positions, but protected them with new positions in miner bear fund DUST on 
Friday afternoon. I’ll have little tolerance for holding it if it does not work short-term. 
 
Gold looks like it could make it as high as 1300 on the current bounce if Friday’s move 
above the SMA 50 holds up. The range has generally been between 1200 and 1300 and at 
some point a break up or down will be significant.  
 

 
 
Silver is suspect below the SMA 50 which, along with the SMA 200 is down-trending. 
 

 
 
You can review Friday’s update for HUI’s daily status which, in essence, remains the 
same. 
 
https://nftrh.com/2017/07/21/nftrh-precious-metals-2/  
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I would like to put up the weekly chart of HUI, which we have not reviewed in a while. It 
is just another way of looking at the resistance traffic above, coinciding with the EMA 55 
(orange dotted line). Until HUI is above that level it has proven nothing, technically. 
 

 
 
Finally, the biggest picture chart is the monthly, which is just below but still grappling 
with the Bollinger Band mid-point. It continues to look constructive, pending any in-
month moves.  
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On to the daily stock charts.  
 
GDX is gently down trending below the SMA 200, while FNV and especially RGLD 
continue the positive divergence. The SMA 50 acts as a trend line for GG. It is broken to 
the upside and bears watching.  
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I almost bought KGC on Friday but instead took NGD. AEM neutral, EGO bearish, IAG 
bullish and NEM getting somewhat constructive.   
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SSRI continues to down trend but it is on my radar for a buy. WPM is sideways and also 
on radar. BTG is constructive if it can hold the SMA 50, SAND is now in a firm post-
May uptrend, NGD is sideways and now, in my portfolio. No more Rainy River issues… 
pretty please? 
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I took the sizable profit in KL.TO but still have remorse, which means I’d buy it back 
given the right circumstance. Holding AAU for its higher low, but the chart is no longer 
what it was. EXN.TO makes a move on the SMA 50. EDV.TO looks decent, as does 
PG.TO. 
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I bought back the KLDX position after previous profit-take. Holding (and added) 
WDO.TO which is bad on the daily view but I own it for the weekly, which is still up 
trending since 2013. Watching MOZ.TO but technically not a buy yet. Same goes for 
SVM. GSV is similar.  
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SBB.TO got its positive reco from the Nunavut IRB for Back River, but the chart knew it 
was coming all along, eh? CNL.TO is uninspiring. OR.TO still looks interesting and 
again, I’d considered this one before taking NGD. PVG looks constructive above the 
SMA 50 and AGC.V does not below the SMA 50. 
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Bonds & Related Indicators 
 
TLT found support at the declining (that’s important) SMA 200 and has bounced. 
International Treasury and IG are much better than US sovereign, however. Junk is what 
it has been for years, emblematic of the massive risk ‘on’ trade. 
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So in the last half-year we managed a bottom and upturn in long-term Treasury bonds 
(decline in yields) after the public became hysterical to the contrary. We then noted 
resistance upcoming for the 10yr yield and projected a bond bounce. It is here per the top 
2 panels of the chart above, but… 
 
Public optimism toward the 10yr bond remains extreme. 
 

 
 
 
Commercial hedging against the 10yr bond remains extreme. 
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So could this finally be setting up the rise in yields that good old Louise Yamada 
predicted through Bloomberg back in December? She used an overly simplistic chart and 
trend line to allow Bloomy to pronounce “R.I.P. Bond Bull Market” in a most 
sensational, emotionally manipulative and click baiting manner.  
 
Monthly TNX turned down from the limiter (AKA the monthly EMA 110) almost to the 
day of that sensational headline. At the time we erected that limit along with the others in 
the form of lateral resistance and the real channel top at 3%. That is a resistance 
confluence point and if the day comes when the 10yr  yield resides above it, the financial 
world as we’ve known it for decades will be different.  
 

 
 
Meanwhile, the weekly view of the 2s and 10s shows the bond market believing the Fed 
is in control and right to be on its moderate tightening schedule, and the 10yr easing (10 
year bonds rising) in line with recent Yellen’s dovish jawboning (gee, it’s almost as if she 
does not want to see the repercussions of a yield breakout per the above).  
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Here is the daily yield curve turning back below the SMA 50 after a vigorous bounce. 
This is not gold-friendly nor risk ‘off’ friendly in my opinion. But is it consolidating the 
first leg of an upturn that could eventually test the SMA 200 (red)? Such a test is 
certainly possible. 
 

 
 
Finally, we should keep this view in front of us going forward. The bond bull/yield bear 
has kept markets liquid for decades now. The long-term trend in yields is obviously 
down. Some ascribe it to global deflation and others to policy manipulation. But the fact 
is that when the 2yr rises so too, eventually, does the Fed Funds Rate (FFR).  
 

 
 
SPX Humps 1 & 2 each saw the 2yr yield finally get with the program in order to 
withdraw overdone liquidity. At those times the Greenspan Fed dutifully got and stayed 
in line with the 2yr. Each time the clumsy Fed eventually overshot the 2yr’s rise, which 
signaled market tops in 2000 and 2007.  
 
On top of that the 2yr diverged the relatively lofty FFR and that spelled “the end” for the 
stock market bull. The chart above gives the appearance there is a long way to go for both 
the 2yr and the FFR. But the log scale chart below thinks maybe not.  
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Remember, this thing is regulating absurd panic policy (ZIRP), which remained firmly in 
place for 7 long years, despite the vast majority of that time being a bull market in stocks. 
The percentage-based ‘log’ view shows a relative move rather than an absolute one, 
which looks miniscule on the linear chart above.  
 

 
 
The key factor will probably still be if/when the 2yr yield starts diverging the FFR, but 
the point I am trying to make here is one of balance or better yet, equilibrium. The 
Bernanke Fed knocked things out of equilibrium (in my oh so biased opinion) with 
historically unheard of policy in keeping the FFR near zero in a damn the torpedoes 
fashion. He retired as the “The Hero” and Janet Yellen has thus far overseen the 
tightening cycle. I remain a stock bull because the charts and trends say that is what I 
should be. But I am trying to show a clear picture of risk to the market out ahead.  
 

 
 
To answer the Atlantic’s question, I don’t and didn’t hate Bernanke. I just think that he 
went where no Fed Chief has gone before and in so doing, created massive imbalances. 
Maybe I am old fashioned, but I still live in a world where I think that things always 
come back into balance eventually. 
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Currencies 
 
Hi, my name is Gary and I am the only person on the planet bullish the US dollar and 
bearish the Euro. Or so it feels.  
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Indeed, support is under dire threat vs. Euro, Canada and Aussie dollars and even the 
British Pound; even as USD index holds a thin sheet of tin foil masquerading as long-
term lateral support.  
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But then, there is sentiment and Commitments of Traders. The public hates itself some 
USD, just as it did in the big inflationary blow off of 2010/2011 and in 2013. In 2013 it 
took some time after the worst of the contrarian signal for Uncle Buck to turn up but 
when he did, we caught him at it and prepared for a bearish phase in the stock market, 
which eventually came about in 2015. 
 
If nothing else, this shows how you can be right but then need all kinds of patience and 
perspective within that rightness. It is hard work to do when looking too intently at 
markets on a daily or even weekly basis. It is why I am trying to discipline myself to 
follow the analysis, at least in mind if not daily/weekly practice, rather than the markets’ 
every twitch, in-week. Here is the view of over-optimistic public sentiment. 
 

 
 
Commercial Hedgers are nearing flat in their positioning after having been 100k short. 
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Meanwhile, the Euro has the opposite side of that trade with public sentiment getting 
over bullish. 
 

 
 
 
Commercial Hedgers are net short to an extreme. 
 
 

 
 
 
Is it different this time? could be. Also, will the current extremes drag on longer than 
even a patient player can stand? Quite possibly. But my job is to illustrate the setups that 
are in play so you can make your own informed decisions. USD is technically bearish and 
contrarian bullish and Euro is technically bullish and contrarian bearish. 
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Market Sentiment (graphics courtesy of Sentimentrader.com) 
 
Dumb is getting more bullish with the renewed rise in stocks. Smart is still hanging 
around up there too. 
 

 
 
 
Indicator extremes are benign, especially the elevated excess pessimism reading.  
 

 
 
Yet Sentimentrader notes S/T risk in stocks based on all of its indicators.  
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Individual sectors; look at how vigorously sentiment bounced back to over bullish in 
Technology and Semi. 
 

 
 
Another view of sector rankings. Gold bugs will note that the miners, which were green 2 
weeks ago are now among the most vulnerable short-term, on a contrarian basis. 
Anybody want to buy volatility? It’s on sale. You might ask why Sentimentrader shows 
Semis as contrarian bearish above and bullish below and I might tell you that I think it is 
because the graphic below took Friday’s drop sharply into account while the one above 
and its 10 day average is more cumbersome and averaged it out.  
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NFTRH+, Trading Notes, etc. (weekly charts unless otherwise noted) 
 
ABBV finally hits target #1.   
 

 
 
XLV’s equivalent is around 85, with a best of 89. Still holding this instead of ABBV to 
take out company-specific risk.  
 

 
 
GILD is so far turning into a really good trade, 2nd time in off the bottom. 
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As noted in an update, partial profit was taken on MZOR. It then went down handily. I’d 
consider buying the shares back at 35. 
 

 
 
But I am becoming more suspect of the Med. Device segment, of which MZOR and CRY 
are members. CRY’s double top situation reminds me of SIMO’s double top. 
 

 
 
Also, another look at former holding EW. What thing looks like the other? These double 
tops need a higher high and they need it soon. 
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Also in the Device sector, old friend MDT has some issues last week. This company is 
among IHI’s largest holdings. Also note that ISRG got whacked by 4.5% on Friday 
despite a good earnings release. A level of caution on Medical Devices is now warranted. 
 

 
 
BBRY continues to dwell above the long-term support area. Bear flag? Holding, but…  
 

 
 
The Squid took a hit but remains above support. Holding.   
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CBT had an up week but continues not to overly inspire me with its chart. 
 

 
 
PNR is downright antagonizing me. That is emotion as I am starting to hate this stock. 
Despite previous spikes below the neckline, this time it closed the week that way! I was 
not around to manage it. Trade is on life support.  
 

 
 
CIEN still seems constructive and if it ever gets above 28 it could go much higher in line 
with the original NFTRH+ update.  
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TSEM continues on its bullish way. I chose SIMO over TSEM. Bad decision. ! 
 

 
 
Fanuc tacked on another positive week. If Japan stays constructive and the Yen stays 
under control, FANUY should march to the top of the channel.  
 

 
 
I took the FARO profit right at resistance. Still very interested in this stock though. That 
is significant resistance and if it breaks the stock projects at least to 47. 
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Profit taken on SINA. 
 

 
 
RIO eased last week but remains in breakout mode. 
 

 
 
Profit taken on URA and by daily chart would like to re-buy a pullback to 13.75-14. Not 
thinking like an investor yet, although true believers will be interested to see that URA 
could very well be putting in a higher low to the 2016 low.  
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AFK continues to bull. I may take this one back as an investment at some point. 
 

 
 
British Pound is still grappling around the resistance areas, trying to turn it to support. 
Holding. 
 

 
 

Former holding and ‘MICA’ chart resident CSCO has doggedly held support and I am 
keeping an eye on it. Major long-term support is 26-27, FWIW. 
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Let’s put up the weekly chart of GE we’ve been talking about when viewing its bearish 
state on the daily Industrials chart in the US market segment.  
 
The dome topping pattern measures to 23-24. At that level there is also lots of long-term 
lateral support and a gap to be filled. That is a confluence of support informing someone 
who is fundamentally bullish on GE (I am not that, as I have not looked at the company 
in a long time) of a buy point. It’s not necessarily a bullish setup but it is a buy point for 
an investor. I might pretend to be an investor if it hits 24. 
 

 
 
Finally, using the extra space to put up a daily chart of MULE, which is a stock I have 
interest in, post-IPO. It’s public life span is too short for a weekly chart but I am going to 
keep an eye on it going forward.  
 

 
 
NFTRH+ updates are emailed directly to subscribers who opt in (send request to 
gt@biiwii.com). Alternatively, subscribers may wish to sign up for direct email or the 
RSS feed at nftrh.com to receive all posts, public and private, including NFTRH+. 
 
A reminder that chart based NFTRH+ updates are just trade setup ideas, which may not be revisited as the parameters 
are already noted. They are meant as a starting point for further research if interested. Fundamentals-based ideas are 
also provided for your further research only (I am not a fundamental stock analyst). I will not personally buy every 
item highlighted and will sometimes sell – without prior notice (because this takes time and resource away from 
NFTRH’s main functions) – any item that I do buy, below target, which is something I often do as a trader. 
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Wrap Up 
 
 

 
 
 

" US stocks are in an uptrend, nearly across the board. Bullish. Risk may enter with 
the (amateur’s) 30 month cycle for post-summer and more importantly with the 
view of the bond market showing the Fed and the 2yr yield on their respective 
journeys upward. That is not really a timer, but we should watch for a Fed 
overshoot in the months ahead, very possibly into 2018. But to this point, stocks 
are firmly bullish. Period. 

 
" US stock market may be thinning out again, with the biggest names doing the 

heavy lifting. Note FANG renewed momentum, NDX new highs divergence and 
S&P 500 Equal Weight fading vs. SPY.  

 
" Global stocks are mixed with Europe really starting to look like it will go short-

term bearish. On a bit longer horizon it could just be a buying opportunity per the 
weekly views. The Euro is exerting pressure on Euro STOXX just as the USD is 
providing pressure relief for US stocks.  

 
" Commodities on rolling bull plays. I am not playing in a heartfelt way yet. 

Uranium stocks, as we’d projected, the latest bouncers. Copper looks bullish. 
 

" Precious metals bounced as expected. I want to be careful about short-term 
bearish calls, but sector technical still points that way until it doesn’t.  
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Portfolios (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading) 
 
This segment has been abbreviated and simplified as of April, 2014.  Normal portfolios 
may return* when new market trends are established that can be managed longer-term.  
The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was +152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time 
tracking was suspended (4.6.14). 
 
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 pages, 
their value to the overall service is being evaluated.   
 
Brokerage (79% cash & equiv., which are paying income). Roth IRA (77% cash, which is 
also paying income); XLU is defensive. 
 
All positions long except EUO (short Euro) and DUST (short gold miners). Balancing 
and tweaking has been ongoing.  
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